
PUBLIC

ACCESS

TEST

Verndogs Australia

For assistance dogs
within Australia. 

To be assessed by
a registered
Verndogs Australia
trainer/assessor.

info@verndogs.com
www.verndogs.com



Before the test:

take a deep breath, prepare
yourself and your dog, and don’t

lose confidence. 

have your Verndogs Australia
registration number, ID card, or
reference number on hand to
provide to your assessor. 

ask your assessor for their trainer
registration number and ensure
they are a Verndogs Registered

Trainer. 



PASS FAIL

PASS FAIL

PASS FAIL

Part 1: Car Travel

The dog remains calm during car travel in the footwell of the car or in the handlers
preferred position.

The dog remains in position for the duration of the trip, making no attempt to climb
into the drivers side or to cause a distraction to the driver. 

The dog remains in the car until cued to exit. When the dog exits the vehicle, it
should not make an attempt to run or cause a disruption. 

Score: 
 
 
 

Notes:

/3



PASS FAIL

PASS FAIL

PASS FAIL

Part 2: Car Park 

Dog calmly remains in a downstay while handler opens the boot of the car and
walks to the other side of the car.

Dog does not display excessive fear or vocalise due to moving cars or other vehicles
in the car park.

Dog navigates car park swiftly and confidently alongside handler, not pulling ahead
or lagging behind.

Score: 
 
 
 

Notes:

/3



PASS FAIL

PASS FAIL

PASS FAIL

Part 3: Ignore
Working Dogs 

dog sits next to handler while another dog approaches and walks past the team.
Dog does not try to break position as the other dog walks past. 

Dog focuses on handler when commanded, even with another dog present.

Dog does not vocalise or display any signs of aggression or fear at any point in the
presence of another working dog. 

Score: 
 
 
 

Notes:

/3



PASS FAIL

PASS FAIL

PASS FAIL

Part 4: Entering a
building 

Dog walks calmly, not pulling ahead or lagging while handler approaches the entry
of a store or building

Dog waits at the entry until handler cues to go ahead, and does not try to enter the
building ahead of handler.

Dog does not display fear or anxiety due to moving or automatic doors.

Score: 
 
 
 

Notes:

/3



Part 5: Navigating
a store 

Dog moves swiftly and calmly throughout the store, navigating turns and keeping
close to handler.

Dog does not try to smell the merchandise excessively, doesn’t solicit attention
from the public, and otherwise maintains satisfactory level of focus on the handler. 

Dog doesn’t display fear due to shopping trolleys, stock cages, or other things in the
store, including sounds from the checkout area, members of the public, etc. 

Score: 
 
 
 

Notes:

/12

ALWAYS MOSTLY SOMETIMES NEVER

ALWAYS MOSTLY SOMETIMES NEVER4 3 2 1

SCORE KEY:

ALWAYS MOSTLY SOMETIMES NEVER

ALWAYS MOSTLY SOMETIMES NEVER



PASS FAIL

PASS FAIL

PASS FAIL

Part 6: Ignoring
Distractions 

Where applicable, handler should ask a member of the public to assist by having
their child approach the dog excitedly and have the dog remain in a sit stay.

Have a member of the public walk close to the dog while it is in a down or sit stay,
and ensure the dog does not break position and remains mostly focused on the
handler.

Dog does not display fear or anxiety when approached by members of the public.  

Score: 
 
 
 

Notes:

/3



ALWAYS MOSTLY SOMETIMES NEVER

ALWAYS MOSTLY SOMETIMES NEVER

ALWAYS MOSTLY SOMETIMES NEVER

ALWAYS MOSTLY SOMETIMES NEVER

Part 7: Public
Transport 

Dog navigates station or stop swiftly and calmly, not displaying excessive fear or
anxiety due to moving carriages or vehicles.  

Dog enters the carriage calmly, with no hesitation. Dog is not pulling ahead or
lagging behind, allowing handler to enter carriage safely. 

Dog remains in a ‘tuck’ position under the handlers legs or seat, in order to allow
room for other passengers. The dog should not, at any point, obstruct foot traffic. 

Score: 
 
 
 

Notes:

/12

4 3 2 1

SCORE KEY:



ALWAYS MOSTLY SOMETIMES NEVER

ALWAYS MOSTLY SOMETIMES NEVER

ALWAYS MOSTLY SOMETIMES NEVER

PASS FAIL

Part 8: Restaurants /
Dine-In 

Team should sit down at a restaurant, food court, or other dine in establishment
and place the dog in a down stay. Dog should remain in a down stay for the
duration of the trip, with no effort to break position.

Dog should not solicit attention from wait staff, or beg for food at any point. The
dog should remain focused on the handler despite activity around them.

Dog should ignore a dropped piece of food with a ‘leave it’ command.

Score: 
 
 
 

Notes:

/9

4 3 2 1

SCORE KEY:



PASS FAIL

PASS FAIL

PASS FAIL

Part 9: Lifts, Stairs,
and Escalators 

If applicable, dog should comfortably walk up and down stairs with handler, not
pulling ahead or lagging behind. 

Dog should enter lift without hesitation, and remain calm for the duration of the
trip. Dog should not display excessive fear or anxiety about moving lift. 

Dog should step onto escalator without hesitation, and remain calm for the
duration of the trip. Dog should not, at any point, try to jump from escalator, or put
handler in danger. 

Score: 
 
 
 

Notes:

/3

TEAM CANNOT USE STAIRS 

TEAM DOES NOT USE ESCALATORS

No score shall be deducted for teams who are
unable to use stairs or escalators due to mobility
limitations or safety concerns. 



ALWAYS MOSTLY SOMETIMES NEVER

ALWAYS MOSTLY SOMETIMES NEVER

PASS FAIL

ALWAYS MOSTLY SOMETIMES NEVER

Part 10: Obedience 

Dog competently displays the ability to sit, lay down and wait/stay. Dog should be
able to perform these commands in high traffic environments. 

Dog competently recalls from over 10 meters, with a distraction (person or dog) in
between. Dog should ignore the distraction and successfully recall with minimal
straying. 

Dog maintains a loose leash walk or heel at all times while navigating public spaces.
Dog should effectively match pace to it’s handler. 

Score: 
 
 
 

Notes:

/9

4 3 2 1

SCORE KEY:



ALWAYS MOSTLY SOMETIMES NEVER

ALWAYS MOSTLY SOMETIMES NEVER

ALWAYS MOSTLY SOMETIMES NEVER

ALWAYS MOSTLY SOMETIMES NEVER

Part 11: Team
Relationship 

Team should work well together even in stressful environments, dog should remain
reasonably focused, and handler regularly check in on dog to ensure dog is
comfortable in all environments. 

Handler should effectively correct and reward the dog for its behaviour. Handler
should always ensure dog is displaying good behaviours, and redirect where
necessary. 

Dog should not display any signs of fear or anxiety and should trust it’s handler to
provide direction in situations it is unsure of. 

Score: 
 
 
 

Notes:

/12

4 3 2 1

SCORE KEY:



YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

Final Part: Hygiene
and Tasking 

Dog is fully vaccinated, free from infectious disease, and cleared by a licensed
veterinarian for work.

Dog performs tasks or actions to alleviate the effects of its handlers disability. 

Dog either toilets on command, or handler understands dogs toileting schedule.

No Marks Awarded 

Notes:



Final Score

Thank you for performing Verndogs Australia’s Public
Access Test.

This page will outline your final score, any feedback from your assessor, as well as your next
assessment date. It is imperative you and your dog are regularly assessed to ensure you

continue to comply with standards outlined by Australian Law. 

Trainer/Assessor Feedback:  

Final Score: Next Assessment Date: 

/72 /     /

Any score of less than 60/72 will be classed as a fail. 
You will have the opportunity to re sit the test 6 weeks

from the date of this assessment. 

It is mandatory for all Verndogs Australia Teams to
perform a Public Access Test annually, to ensure they
comply with Verndogs standards, as well as Australian

Legal Standards. 

Trainer Name:
Trainer Location:
Trainer Registration Number:
Date Test Performed: 


